Stock return predictability has been extensively analyzed in the literature.
1 The predictive variables found significant in empirical analyses include dividend yield, consumption-wealth ratio, gross national product (GNP) growth rate, inflation rate, industrial production and other economic indicators.
2 Portfolio selection models with stock return predictability have also been extensively investigated both theoretically and empirically. Detemple, Garcia, and Rindisbacher (2003) provide a new simulation-based approach for optimal portfolio allocation in the presence of complex dynamics and large numbers of assets. They analyze settings where stock returns are predicted by dividend yields and where investors have wealth-dependent relative risk aversion. Kim and Omberg (1996) and Wachter (2002) consider the portfolio selection problem with a mean-reverting predictive variable. They show that the trading strategy is in general nonmyopic. Liu (1999) studies a more general model with an affine structure for the expected return and volatility of risky assets. The hedging component of the trading strategy is found to be significant in some cases. Kandel and Stambaugh (1996) consider the asset allocation implications of the return predictability in the presence of predictive parameter estimation risk. They find that although the predictive regression seems weak when described by usual statistical measures, return predictability can have a substantial influence on the stock trading strategy. Barberis (2000) and Xia (2001) also study the impact of parameter uncertainty on the optimal trading strategy in the presence of return predictability. Xia (2001) shows that uncertainty about the predictive relation leads to a state-dependent relationship between the optimal portfolio choice and the investment horizon.
Most of the models in the literature, including all of the models above, assume that all predictive variables are precisely observable at any trading time. For example, the continuous-time models of Merton (1971) , Wachter (2002) , Xia (2001) , and Detemple et al (2003) assume that all predictive variables are continuously and precisely observable to the investor and the discrete-time models of Kandel and Stambaugh (1996) and Barberis (2000) assume that at the beginning of every period the investor can always precisely observe predictive variables.
3 However, while stock prices are almost continuously and precisely observable, most predictive variables are actually not continuously or precisely observable. For example, major economic indicators (e.g., GNP growth rate, inflation rate, and unemployment rate), consumption-wealth ratio, and dividend yield are only revealed at discrete times (e.g., weekly, monthly or quarterly). In addition, there exist substantial noises in these periodic data releases. For example, Faust, Rogers, and Wright (2000) document that many revisions in quarterly GDP growth in all G-7 countries are over a full percentage point at an annualized rate (see also Shapiro and Wilcox (1996) ). Furthermore, the existing literature cannot explain why there is usually a discrete change in trading volume on economic news announcement days. For example, Balduzzi, Elton, and Green (1997) documents that changes in monetary policy lead to an average trading volume in the U.S. treasury market up to nine times higher than at non-announcement times (see Woodruff and Senchack (1988) , Cready and Mynatt (1991) , Brown, Clinch, and Foster (1992) for more findings).
In this paper, we study portfolio selection with both return predictability and periodic, noisy observation. Since stock prices and the predictive variables are generally correlated and stocks are traded almost continuously, an investor can extract information about the predictive variables from the observed stock prices and use the inference to revise his portfolio between observation times. Therefore in the absence of perfect (i.e., continuous and precise) observation of the predictive variables, the investor should optimally combine the information extracted from the continuous observation of stock prices and the information contained in the periodic (noisy) observation to determine his optimal strategy. Accordingly, the first question we address in this paper is: How does imperfect observability change the optimal trading strategy compared to the case with perfect observation? In addition to the periodic data releases on the predictive variables, it is usually possible to obtain a noisier but more frequent estimate of these variables through other channels such as surveys of smaller sample groups or econometric analyses. So we next consider the value of more frequent observations. Since the predictive variables can only be observed periodically and imprecisely, the value of the predictability, as measured by Kandel and Stambaugh (1996) for example, will certainly be reduced. We would also like to estimate how much the reduction is and examine whether the predictability is still important. In addition, since at each observation time, the precision of estimation jumps up, the investor's portfolio also displays a discrete change. Can the periodic observation generate economically significant portfolio rebalancing at observation times? This may shed light on the source of trading volume changes upon news arrival. As far as we know, we are the first to study these issues in the portfolio selection literature.
More specifically, in a continuous-time setting we consider the optimal portfolio selection problem for a CRRA investor who derives utility from his terminal wealth. We assume that stock returns are predictable and the predictive variables are only periodically observable and possibly with some observation noise. We derive the investor's value function in an explicit form.
4 This explicitness allows us to conduct an extensive numerical analysis after calibration.
One of the popular predictive variables used in the predictability literature is dividend yield. For example, Fama and French (1988) , Hodrick (1992), and Xia (2001) use dividend yield as the predictive variable in their model calibration. How-ever, as demonstrated by Lettau and Ludvigson (2001) , fluctuations in the aggregate consumption-wealth ratio have stronger predictive power and forecast future returns better than dividend yield.
5 Accordingly, following Lettau and Ludvigson (2001) , we use the deviation of the consumption-wealth ratio from its trend as the predictive variable for the value-weighted stock return on NYSE stocks in our model calibration. Since only a discrete sample is available for our continuous-time model, we use the results of Duffie, Pan and Singleton (2000) and Singleton (2001) to explicitly derive the likelihood function and to conduct the maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters.
Our first contribution is to show that uncertainty about the predictive variable has a large impact on the optimal trading strategy. In particular, we find that even for a fixed horizon, the uncertainty about the predictive variable can also significantly change the optimal trading strategy. When this uncertainty increases, the investor becomes less certain about the expected return and thus invests significantly less to hedge this risk. Furthermore, since the investor cannot perfectly observe the predictive variable, his estimate (the conditional mean) may be different from its true value; i.e., there may be an estimation error. The estimation error also has a significant impact on the trading strategy. When the investor underestimates (overestimates), he tends to underinvest (overinvest). However, if the uncertainty about the predictive variable is large, the investor may still underinvest even with overestimation.
In addition, we find that optimal investment may decrease with the investment horizon even when the stock return and the predictive variable are negatively correlated. Intuitively, there are two offsetting effects at work. On one hand, because of the negative correlation between the predictive variable and the stock return, the hedging benefit increases as horizon increases. Thus the stock investment tends to increase with the horizon to capture this benefit. We refer to this effect as the "hedging effect". On the other hand, with only periodic and imprecise observation, the investor is uncertain about the predictive variable and thus also uncertain about the expected return of the stock. As this uncertainty about the expected return increases, the investor reduces his stock investment to lower the risk from estimation error. We refer to this effect as the "uncertainty effect". Because the investor can periodically observe the predictive variables, to reduce the risk of misinvestment he has a tendency of decreasing current investment and waiting until the next observation time before increasing his stock investment. The greater this "wait and see" tendency is, the greater the uncertainty effect. An increase in the horizon magnifies this "wait and see" tendency because an investor with a longer horizon can afford more waiting. Accordingly, as horizon increases the uncertainty effect also increases. Therefore, the 5 There have been some arguments against the estimation approach used by Lettau and Ludvigson (2001) (see Brennan and Xia (2002) and Hahn and Lee (2001) ). On the other hand, Inoue and Kilian (2002) suggest this approach may be the correct one to improve test power. We also used the principle component factor model by Connor and Korajczyk (1988) to calibrate our model, most of the qualitative results are the same. reduction in the stock investment is greater for an investor with a longer horizon. Depending on the relative magnitudes of these two opposite effects, the stock investment may increase or decrease with the horizon. This finding suggests that observability of predictive variables can significantly change the horizon effect of the predictability.
Our second contribution is to provide a framework to price economic news forecast from an investor's point of view. There are many institutions that conduct economic analysis and forecast. For most of these institutions, the main funding and profit sources are subscriptions by institutions and individuals. These forecasts can be interpreted as more frequent and possibly noisier observations of the economic variables. We show how to compute the value of these more frequent observations. We demonstrate that more frequent observation of the predictive variable is important to the investor even when the additional observation is noisy. The value of more frequent observation increases with horizon and decreases with risk aversion. In addition, observing at a higher frequency becomes more valuable when the correlation between the stock return and the predictive variable is low. Intuitively, if the correlation is low, relatively less information about the state variable can be learned from the stock price and therefore more frequent observation is more helpful. However, the effect of correlation is asymmetric. Because the investor hedges against the low state, observations of the predictive variable are more valuable when the correlation is negative than when it is positive.
Our third contribution is to show that even with imperfect observation, incorporating return predictability is still important, although its value is significantly reduced compared to the case with perfect observation. For example, for an investor with a relative risk-aversion coefficient of 5 and an investment horizon of 1 year, ignoring predictability and trading as if stock returns were i.i.d. would cost the investor as much as 1 percent of his initial wealth. In addition, we find that this model can produce economically significant discrete portfolio rebalancing at observation times. This suggests that an important source of the increase in trading volume upon news arrival may be due to these news help predict expected return. This also suggests the importance of the predictability. However, the benefit of incorporating the predictability in his trading strategy is reduced by about 22 percent when the predictive variable is only observable quarterly and almost 65 percent when it is never observed.
It is worth noting that because the investor in our model needs to combine the continuous filtering (from observing stock prices and perfectly observable predictive variables) and the periodic filtering (from the periodic observation of the imperfectly observable predictive variables), the problem faced by the investor is different from those considered by most of the portfolio selection models with dynamic learning (e.g., Gennotte (1986) , Detemple (1989), and Xia (2001) ). In most of these models, the unknown variables that an investor tries to learn are never directly observed. In contrast, the investor can periodically observe the predictive variables in our model. This periodic observation periodically corrects the investor's estimation errors and significantly changes not only the investor's trading strategy but also his welfare, as will be shown later. The filtering problem in this paper is also different from that of Duffie and Lando (2001) . In their model investors observe only periodic signals on the unobservables and therefore do not face the continuous filtering problem on top of the discrete filtering as we do in this paper.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section I, we describe our portfolio selection model with predictability and periodic observation. Section II analyzes the model. We first solve the investor's problem when the predictive variables are unobservable throughout the investment horizon. Then we extend the analysis to the case with periodic observation and calculate the value of observing the predictive variables more frequently. In Section III, an empirical model is calibrated using CRSP and consumption-wealth ratio data. In Sections IV and V, we use the calibrated model to study the effect of periodic observation on the optimal trading strategy, the value of more frequent observation, and the value of predictability. Section VI concludes. Finally, we provide some technical details in the Appendix.
I. The Model
Throughout this paper we fix a time horizon [0, T ] and a complete filtered probability space (Ω, F, {F t } t≥0 , P) on which a standard m-dimensional Brownian motion Z t is defined with {F t } t≥0 being its natural filtration augmented by all the P-null sets. All the stochastic processes in this paper are assumed to be {F t } t≥0 -adapted.
There are n+1 assets being continuously traded in the market. We assume n < m so that there are no redundant assets. The first asset is a money market account which is locally risk free. The other n assets ("stocks") are risky. There are k predictive variables which predict the expected returns of these assets. The first k 1 predictive variables X o t are continuously and perfectly observable. The remaining k 2 = k − k 1 predictive variables X u t are only observable (possibly with some errors) at discrete times t 1 = 0, t 2 , ..., t N ∈ [0, T ]. Let B t denote the price of the locally riskless asset and S t be the cum-dividend stock price vector at time t. We assume that B t evolves as follows:
where r 0 (t)(1 × 1) and r 1 (t)(1 × k 1 ) are deterministic functions of time. In addition, the prices of the risky assets satisfy
where µ 0 (t)(n × 1), µ 1 (t)(n × k 1 ), µ 2 (t)(n × k 2 ), and σ S (t)(n × m) are deterministic functions of time t and dS t /S t represents element by element division. For the dynamics of the predictive variables, we assume that
, and σ u (t)(k 2 × m) are all deterministic functions of time t. To save notations, henceforth we suppress argument t wherever confusion is unlikely.
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We assume that the investor can observe a noisy signal y t about X u t at discrete observation times t i (i = 0, 1, ..., N ). The observed signal y t satisfies
where ε t represents the noise in the signal. We assume that ε t is normally distributed with mean 0 and variance σ 2 ε , not serially correlated and independent of any other random variables at any time. This assumption implies that the signal is unbiased.
Although X u t cannot be observed continuously, an investor can learn information about X u t from observing the stock prices. Consider a period between two observations, t ∈ [t i , t i+1 ]. Let M t be the time t expectation of X u t conditional on observing
and
whereẐ t is the (observable) innovation process. Suppose that σσ is invertible so that there are no redundant assets. By Theorem 10.5.1 of Kallianpur (1980) , M t then evolves as follows.
and V (t) is the conditional variance of X u t satisfyinġ
where v t i (to be determined later) is the conditional mean of X u t on observing S t , X o t and y t at the beginning of the period.
6 While a nonlinear predictability form can also be handled in our framework, in this paper we restrict to an affine structure in both the stock price dynamics and the state variable dynamics to facilitate the comparison of our results with most of the existing literature on portfolio selection with stock predictability (e.g., Kim and Omberg (1996) , Wachter (2001) , Xia (2001) ). We refer interested readers to Cox and Huang (1989) , Detemple, Garcia, and Rindisbacher (2003) for the impact of nonlinearity in the predictability specification.
Since the investor cannot observe X u t except at observation times, the state variable vector used in place of X u t by the investor is its conditional expectation M t (see Detemple (1989) , for example). Let
The investor uses X t to predict the stock returns and to form his optimal trading strategy. We assume that the investor's objective is to choose the optimal fraction of wealth in stocks, π(t), to maximize E[u(W (T ))], where u(W ) =
As shown by Gennotte (1986) and Detemple (1989) , the investor's problem is separable in inference and optimization. In particular, the investor's portfolio selection problem is equivalent to
subject to the budget constraint
II. The Solution

A. Unobservable for the Entire Horizon
In this subsection we assume that X u is unobservable throughout the entire horizon T . This case provides a basis for developing the solution to the more complicated, 7 Note that if γ → 1, then u(W ) → log(W ) and the investor maximizes the expected growth rate of his portfolio.
8 The case where all predictive variables are continuously and perfectly observable is just a special case of the optimization problem we solved above, with k 2 = 0, k 1 = k and no observation error. periodically observable case. Let J be the value function at t, 9 i.e.,
Then the Hamilton-Jocobi-Bellman (HJB) equation is (suppressing the arguments)
subject to the terminal condition
The above problem can be solved in an explicit form. We provide the analytic solution in the following proposition.
Proposition 1. When X u t is unobservable throughout the entire investment horizon, the value function is
and the optimal trading strategy is
where
where Φ 1 , Φ 2 , Φ 3 , ϕ c , N 2 , N 4 are defined in the first part of the Appendix and by (24) respectively.
All propositions in this paper can be directly verified by applying Ito's lemma, plugging in the proposed functional forms, and using results from the matrix Riccati ODE literature (see Levin (1959) , for example). To save space, technical details are relegated to the Appendix.
Proposition 1 shows that the optimal trading strategy consists of two parts: the trading for growth and the trading for hedging. The hedging component can be further decomposed into the hedging for the stochastically varying investment opportunity set represented by X o t and X u t and the hedging for the estimation error M t −X u t . Kim and Omberg (1996) show that varying opportunity set makes the optimal trading strategy no longer myopic. Lack of observation adds another hedge demand, which depends on the magnitude of M t and the additional uncertainty brought by V (t). Difference in trading strategies between the perfectly observable case and the unobservable case reflects the hedge demand for the additional uncertainty caused by lack of observation. Compared to the case with perfect observation, the investor may overhedge or underhedge depending on the estimation error.
B. Observable Periodically
Now we extend the analysis in the previous subsection to the case where X u t is periodically observable. This captures the empirical fact that some important predictive variables such as consumption-wealth ratio, dividend yield, the GNP growth rate, the inflation rate, and the unemployment rate, are reported periodically. To simplify notation, in this subsection we assume that k 1 = k 2 = 1; i.e., there is only one continuously observable predictive variable and one periodically observable predictive variable. In this case, X o t and M t are both scalars. At any observation time, the investor receives a (possibly noisy) signal on the predictive variable (for example, news announced by Economic Bureau of Economic Analysis) and uses this new information to update his estimate of the predictive variable (based on dynamic learning in the last period). In other words, the investor can correct his estimation error to some extent every time a new period starts.
For simplicity, suppose that the time between two consecutive signals on X u t is τ and the investment horizon T equals N τ , where N is the total number of periods.
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The ith period runs from (i − 1)τ to iτ and we use t i = (i − 1)τ, (i = 1, 2, ..., N ) to denote the beginning of the ith period and also the end of the (i − 1)th period.
Before a signal y t is observed, the conditional (on the observation of the stock price) distribution of X u t at time t is normal with mean M t and variance V t . Upon observing y t , this conditional distribution of X u t is updated. We denote the updated mean as m t and the updated variance as v t to differentiate from the distribution before observing y t . It can be easily shown that X u t and y t are jointly normal with correlation equal to Vt Vt+σ 2 ε , which implies that the conditional distribution of X u t on y t is normal with mean
. This updated conditional distribution serves as the prior for the optimization problem starting from time t.
We use backward induction approach to solve the investor's optimization problem.
At the beginning of the N th period, the value function is the same as that of the unobservable case solved in the previous subsection with T = τ , M 0 = m t N , and
.., N − 1, the investor solves the following problem:
subject to budget constraint (3). We only briefly describe the key steps involved in solving this problem and relegate the details to the Appendix. Since the investor does not know m t i before y t i is revealed, he first takes the expectation with respect to m t i , conditional on his belief about X t i and y t i . From the distribution of X t i (N (M t i , V t i )), it is simple to show that m t i is normally distributed with mean M t i and variance
In the Appendix we show that the expected value function depends on M (t i ) and X o (t i ) in the same exponential form as in the value function we obtained in Section II. A. This provides the terminal conditions for us to solve the problem in the ith period (t ∈ [t i−1 , t i )) to get J i . By iteration through all the periods, we can solve the investor's problem at t = 0. The solution is summarized in the following proposition.
are defined in the second part of the Appendix and by (24) respectively.
This proposition suggests that in addition to the trading for growth and hedging, the investor also takes into account the periodically arriving information about the predictive variable and adjusts his holding in the stock periodically. There is a jump in stock allocation when the signal is observed at the beginning of a new period. This is consistent with the empirical evidence that trading volume increases immediately after news arrival. Now that we have derived the value function, we can use the certainty equivalent method to measure the value of more frequent or less noisy observation. To be specific, let J τ (W, X, t) be the value function when the investor can observe the predictive variable with frequency τ . We measure the value of information in terms of the maximum fraction of the initial wealth the investor is willing to give up in order to have more frequent or less noisy observation. Let p(τ L , τ H ) denote time 0 value of observing the predictive variable with a higher frequency τ H (e.g. monthly, and possibly with a higher observation variance) given that the investor is already observing it with a lower frequency τ L (e.g. quarterly). Then p(τ L , τ H ) solves:
where the same prior (M 0 , V 0 ) is used to evaluate both value functions. The homogeneity of the value functions in wealth implies that the information value, p(τ L , τ H ), is independent of the initial wealth.
III. A Simple Empirical Specification
To understand how the observability of predictive variables affects optimal trading strategy and information value, we apply the theoretical results derived in Section II to conduct an empirical analysis of a model with only one predictive variable. Lettau and Ludvigson (2001) find that fluctuations in the aggregate consumptionwealth ratio have stronger predictive power and forecast future returns better than dividend yield, dividend payout ratio, and other popular variables. The economic intuition is that investors who want to smooth consumption adjust their current consumption if they anticipate transitory movements in their financial wealth caused by the variation in expected returns. When the expected future return becomes higher, a forward-looking investor increases his current consumption and decreases it when the expected future return gets lower. Consistent with their finding, we assume in the following analysis that the consumption-wealth ratio predicts asset returns. We first estimate the joint stochastic processes of stock return and consumption-wealth ratio. Then we show how the trading strategy, the value of more frequent observation, and the value of predictability are affected by the fundamental parameters such as risk aversion, investment horizon, observation quality, and observation frequency.
Specifically, we estimate the following joint stochastic processes:
s t = log S t is the continuously compounded real return of the stock index. X t represents the estimated trend deviation variable, cay t , for the consumption-wealth ratio as used by Lettau and Ludvigson (2001) to predict stock return. 11 µ 0 , µ 2 , h 0 , h 2 , σ s , σ X , and ρ are all constant parameters to be estimated, The stock return is the quarterly CRSP value-weighted return of stocks traded on the NYSE. The estimation period is chosen to be from 1952 to 2001 due to the availability of cay t . The risk-free interest rate is the mean of the continuously compounded real quarterly T-bill return, which is equal to 0.0034.
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Since only quarterly data of cay t is available, following Duffie, Pan, and Singleton (2000) and Singleton (2001) , we first derive the characteristic function and then use the maximum likelihood method to estimate the parameter values (see Appendix for details). We obtain the following estimates:
For the numerical analysis we conduct in the subsequent sections, we set the default risk-aversion coefficient γ = 5 (as estimated by Xia (2001) , for example) and the default initial values for the predictive variable to their respective sample means: X 0 = 0.649, M 0 = 0.649, and V 0 = 0.
IV. Analysis of the Optimal Trading Strategy
In this section, we use the above calibrated model to examine how imperfect observation affects the optimal trading strategy.
A. Risk Aversion Figure 1 plots the initial fraction of wealth invested in the stock as a function of the risk-aversion coefficient with quarterly observation for two different observation error volatility levels: σ ε = 0 and σ ε = 1%. Consistent with the standard literature (see Merton (1971) , Liu and Loewenstein (2002) , for example), this figure shows that a more risk-averse investor invests less in the stock. In addition, when σ ε increases, the investor also invests less in the stock. This is because the uncertainty about the expected return caused by noisier observation makes the stock riskier to the investor. This figure also shows that the observation accuracy has a significant impact on the trading strategy. For example, when the risk-aversion coefficient is equal to 5, the investor's investment in stock decreases by as much as 12 percent of his wealth when σ ε increases from 0 to 1%. Furthermore, the gap between the two curves first grows and then shrinks, which implies that the reduction of investment in the stock due to the observation noise is nonmonotonic in the risk aversion. As a matter of fact, when the risk-aversion coefficient approaches 1, the investor's trading strategy becomes myopic as can be seen in the propositions. This implies that observation error has no impact at all on his trading strategy. As the risk aversion increases, the hedging demand increases and therefore the impact of the uncertainty about the predictive variable begins to increase. However, when the investor becomes very risk averse, he invests only a small fraction of his wealth in the stock and thus the impact of observation error starts to diminish. Figure 2 plots the initial fraction of wealth in stock against horizon T when the predictive variable is quarterly observable. The dashed curve represents the optimal trading strategy when the investor only trades at the observation times (i.e., quarterly trading). The other three curves plot the optimal trading strategy when the investor can trade continuously with different observation error volatilities: σ ε = 0, 1%, 1.5% respectively. This figure shows that the uncertainty about the predictive variable sig-nificantly reduces the stock investment across all horizons and the reduction increases with the horizon. When the observation is less noisy (σ ε = 0 and σ ε = 1%), the optimal fraction of wealth invested in the stock increases with the investment horizon. This is consistent with the conventional life-cycle investment advice. In contrast, when the uncertainty about the predictive variable increases to 1.5%, the horizon pattern reverses completely. In this case, the optimal fraction of wealth invested in the stock decreases with the investment horizon. Intuitively, there are two offsetting effects at work. On one hand, because of the negative correlation between the stock return and the predictive variable, the hedging benefit increases as the horizon increases. Thus the stock investment also increases with the horizon. We refer to this as the "hedging effect." On the other hand, as the uncertainty about the predictive variable increases, the investor becomes less certain about the expected return of the stock and thus reduces his stock investment. As the horizon increases, the impact of this uncertainty grows and thus the reduction in the stock investment is greater for an investor with a longer horizon. We refer to this effect as the "uncertainty effect." Depending on the relative magnitudes of these two opposing effects, the stock investment can increase or decrease as the horizon increases. In the presence of parameter uncertainty, Xia (2001) finds that the optimal stock investment horizon pattern depends on the current value of the continuously observable predictive variable. In contrast, here we show that the magnitude of the uncertainty about a predictive variable can reverse the horizon effect of the predictability. The reverse pattern illustrated here suggests that absence of continuous and precise observation is an important factor in understanding investor investment behavior and the horizon effect is sensitive to observability of a predictive variable. It is worth pointing out that when there is no uncertainty about the predictive variable at time 0, i.e., σ ε = 0 and M 0 = X 0 , then the initial optimal trading strategies for cases with different observation frequencies (for example, continuously observable (τ = 0), quarterly observable (τ = 1), and unobservable (τ = T )) are indistinguishable from one another across all the horizons. The intuition is that even if the investor cannot continuously observe the predictive variable, he knows that he can revise his trading strategy frequently as uncertainty arises. The ability of frequent revision almost entirely cancels out the effect of imperfect observation on the initial trading strategy.
B. Horizon
Given that the predictive variables can only be observed at discrete times, one obvious strategy is to trade only at the observation times, as in a discrete model. Clearly, this is a suboptimal policy because it imposes an exogenous constraint on the trading frequency and it will certainly affect his trading strategy. To see the difference in the trading strategy, we also plot the optimal trading strategy in dashed curve in Figure 2 when the investor only trades at the quarterly observation times, assuming each observation is precise as in a discrete time model. Indeed, because the investor only trades at observation times, the investor now invests significantly less in the stock compared to the case with continuous trading and precise observation. Figure 3 plots the initial fraction of wealth invested in the stock against the correlation between the stock return and the predictive variable when the predictive variable is quarterly observable. With γ = 5, as the correlation increases from -1 to 1, the fraction decreases from 98 percent of the initial wealth to 45 percent. With γ = 10, the fraction decreases from 50 percent of the initial wealth to 21 percent. In addition, as the correlation increases, the fraction decreases at a slower rate. Intuitively, an increase in the correlation makes the stock riskier and therefore makes it less attractive, while a more negative correlation provides a greater hedging benefit. Figure 4 suggests that as the volatility σ ε increases, the investor decreases his investment in the stock due to the uncertainty about the predictive variable. It shows that as σ ε increases from 0 to 0.8%, the fraction of wealth in stock decreases from 78% to 52% if the initial mean M 0 is the same as the true value X 0 (i.e., M 0 = 0.649). In addition, the volatility of the observation error has a greater impact on the trading strategy when the observation overestimates the value of the predictive variable h (M 0 > X 0 ) than when it underestimates (M 0 < X 0 ). For example, a 0.8% uncertainty causes a 42% reduction in the fraction of wealth in stock when M 0 = 0.653, but only 21 percent drop when M 0 = 0.645. Intuitively, when an investor overestimates, he believes in a higher expected return from the stock. As the observation error volatility increases, he becomes less certain about his estimate and effectively the stock becomes riskier. Therefore, similar to the Merton solution for the constant price coefficient case, given the same increase in the return volatility, the decrease in the stock investment is larger for a stock with a higher expected return. Figure 5 plots the trading strategy difference between an investor who observes quarterly and an investor who observes continuously against the initial observation error (M 0 − X 0 ) for two cases: σ ε = 0 and σ ε = 1%. 13 When the σ ε = 0 and σ ε = 1% curves are above (below) zero, the investor overinvests (underinvests) comparing with the optimal investment under perfect observation. The figure shows that, in general, when the investor underestimates the predictive variable, he underinvests and when he overestimates he overinvests. However, there is a region in which M 0 − X 0 > 0, but the σ ε = 1% curve is below the horizontal axis. This suggests that if the obser- vation is noisy (for example, σ ε = 1%), then the investor might still underinvest even when he overestimates. Intuitively, the high observation error volatility discounts the reliability of the predictive variable estimate and lowers the investor's investment in the stock.
C. Correlation
D. Observation Error Volatility
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E. Observation Error
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F. Portfolio Revision at Observation Times
When the investor observes the predictive variable periodically, he updates his estimate of the predictive variable and adjusts his portfolio at every observation time.
Since the conditional mean and conditional variance of the predictive variable jump at the observation times, there will also be a corresponding jump in the optimal portfolio allocation at the same time. Since the mean of the updated conditional mean immediately after the observation is equal to the conditional mean just before the observation (E(m t i ) = M t i ), the change in the portfolio weights caused by the difference in the conditional means before and after observation is on average equal to zero. However, the conditional variance also has an impact on the portfolio weights. With an additional observation, the updated conditional variance decreases immediately. The reduction in uncertainty about the stock return makes the stock more attractive and therefore on average the investor increases his stock investment. Figure 6 , which plots the expected percentage change in stock holding as a function of observation error volatility σ ε , confirms this intuition. This figure shows that on average the investor increases his investment upon an observation. If σ ε = 0.8%, an investor with risk aversion coefficient of 5 on average buys 20% more after an observation. In addition, the expected percentage change in the stock holding increases with the observation error volatility σ ε . An increase in σ ε has two opposite effects. On one hand, the observation is noisier and thus less helpful. On the other hand, a larger σ ε results in a noisier conditional distribution before the observation, which makes an observation more desirable. This figure shows that for this range of σ ε , the first effect dominates and therefore the reduction in the conditional volatility from the observation becomes greater when the observation error volatility increases.
V. Analysis of Information Value
In the previous section, we have demonstrated that a decrease in either observation frequency or observation accuracy can significantly change an investor's trading strategy. It is not clear, however, whether more frequent or more accurate observations can significantly improve the investor's welfare. To measure the value of more frequent or more accurate observations to the investor, we suppose that the predictive variable is quarterly observable to an investor and an information production agent (analysts, econometricians, for example) can either improve the accuracy of the quarterly observations or provide additional noisier monthly information. We compute how much the investor is willing to pay for the additional monthly observations and how much he is willing to pay for the more accurate quarterly observations. Figure 7 plots the value of monthly noisy observation given quarterly precise observation for a 10-year horizon and a 5-year horizon. In this figure and all the subsequent figures on the value of more frequent observations, we assume that the quarterly observation is accurate (σ ε = 0) and the monthly observation is noisy with a standard deviation of 0.3%. This figure shows that more frequent observation is valuable. For example, for an investor with a risk aversion coefficient of 5 and a 5-year horizon, he is willing to pay 1.6% of his initial wealth for the additional monthly noisy observations. If this investor has a 10-year horizon, then he is willing to pay as high as 3.5%. This figure also shows that the value of more frequent observation decreases with risk aversion. This is because as the risk aversion increases, the amount invested in the stock decreases and a better estimate of the expected return is less important. B. Horizon Figure 8 shows how the value of monthly observation changes as the investment horizon increases. It shows the intuitive results that as the horizon increases, more frequent observation is more important. Furthermore, the value increases almost linearly with the horizon. With a horizon of 20 years (80 quarters), an investor with γ = 5 is willing to pay as much as 6.4% of his initial wealth in order to observe the predictive variable monthly. And even for an investor with γ = 10 , he is still willing to pay as much as 3.2%. This suggests the great importance of monthly estimates, especially for long term investors, even if these estimates are noisy. Given that the predictive variable can be observed only once in a quarter, one possible strategy is to trade only at the observation times. This is clearly a suboptimal strategy because the investor is subject to a constraint on the trading times. However, one might conjecture that the welfare difference from these two strategies is small since lack of observation of the predictive variable lowers the benefit of continuous rebalancing. To see if this conjecture is right, we first compute the value function with quarterly trading using the moment conditions derived in Appendix and then calculate the fraction of wealth an investor is willing to pay to be able to trade continuously. Figure 9 plots this value against investment horizon. This figure shows that for an investor with a risk aversion coefficient of 5 and a horizon of 10 years, he is willing pay as much as 19.2% of his initial wealth to be able to continuously rebalance his portfolio. Even when the investor's risk aversion coefficient is 10, he is still willing to pay 5% of his initial wealth. This suggests that restriction to quarterly trading makes an investor significantly worse off.
A. Risk Aversion
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C. Correlation
The investor uses the observed stock return to learn about the unobservable predictive variable between observation times. Intuitively, the higher (in absolute value) the correlation between the stock return and the predictive variable, the more he can learn about the latent predictive variable, and thus less valuable the observations. Figure 10 plots the value of monthly observation against the correlation. As the correlation increases from -1 to 1, the value of monthly observing the predictive variable first increases from 0 and then decreases to 0. When the stock return and the predictive variable are perfectly (negatively or positively) correlated, the investor can perfectly learn the value of the predictive variable when there is no observation error at time 0. Therefore the value of observation is zero when they are perfectly correlated. Extending this intuition, it seems reasonable to conjecture that observation of the predictive variable is most valuable to the investor when the stock return 14 Existence of transaction costs would obviously decrease the value of more frequent trading. However, for large institutions, transaction costs are usually small. Furthermore, the effect of transaction costs on an investor's welfare is small for optimal trading strategy (see Constantinedes (1978) , Liu and Loewenstein (2002) , Liu (2003) for example). Therefore quarterly trading in the presence of transaction costs would also make the investor much worse off. is uncorrelated with the predictive variable. However, as the figure shows the value of information reaches its highest point around -0.48, but not at 0. This is because with negative correlation, the investor's final wealth is less volatile and thus the stock investment is more valuable to the investor. This makes the information value higher than the uncorrelated case even though the information is more helpful in the latter case.
D. Observation Error Volatility
One measure of the information quality is the observation error volatility σ ε . When the volatility is high, the investor is less certain about the true value of the predictive variable. Since the investor's dynamic learning is based on Bayesian updating, a greater observation noise also implies a greater noise in the posterior. Thus, the investor is also in general less certain about the predictive variable during the period. Figure 11 plots the value of precise quarterly observation against the observation accuracy for a 5-year horizon and a 10-year horizon. This figure shows that as σ ε increases, the value of precise information increases at an increasing rate. This is because as the observation inaccuracy increases, the investor knows less about the predictive variable and the chance of making a mistake increases. Therefore it is more important for the investor to precisely observe the predictive variable. For an investor with σ ε = 0.8% and a 10-year horizon, he is willing to pay as much as 11% of his initial wealth for precise observations. 
The value of precise observation as a function of observation error volatility
The graph plots the value of precise observation as a function of observation error volatility σ ε for the following parameters: γ = 5, τ = 1, µ 0 = −1.301, µ 2 = 2.040, h 0 = 0.117, h 2 = −0.180, σ s = 0.0801, σ X = 0.00747, ρ = −0.620, r 0 = 0.00340, and X 0 = 0.649.
E. The Value of Predictability
Both continuous and discrete time models that assume perfect observability of the predictive variable (e.g., Merton (1971) , Kandel and Stambaugh (1996) , and Xia (2001)) imply that it is important to incorporate the stock return predictability. A natural question is therefore whether return predictability is still important when predictive variables cannot be continuously observed. To measure the value of the predictability, we calculate the value of incorporating the predictability relation compared to the alternative of ignoring the predictability and taking the expected return as constant. Using the same sample period 1952-2001 as used before, we obtain the estimated constant expected quarterly return µ c = 0.0184 and the corresponding return volatility σ c = 0.0796. Since the optimal trading strategy for this investor would be the same as that in Merton (1971) , we have a(t) = (µ c − r 0 )/(γσ 2 c ) and b(t) = 0. Given this strategy, we compute the value of predictability using the method described at the end of the last section for three cases: (1) incorporating the predictability relation and also continuously observing the predictive variable; (2) incorporating the predictability relation but not observing the predictive variable for the entire horizon; and (3) incorporating the predictability relationship and observing the predictive variable quarterly. Figure 12 plots the value of predictability as a function of risk aversion. If an investor with risk aversion coefficient of 5 can continuously observe the predictive variable, the value of incorporating return predictability is as high as 2.8 percent of his initial wealth. However, if the investor can only observe the predictive variable at the beginning of each quarter, the value of incorporating the return predictability decreases by almost 22 percent. If the investor cannot observe the predictive variable throughout the one-year investment horizon, the value of incorporating return predictability decreases by almost 65 percent. This suggests that observation frequency is important in valuing stock return predictability.
However, this does not mean that the predictability is no longer important to the investor in the absence of perfect observation. Intuitively, even when the investor cannot observe the predictive variable at all, he can still learn about the future return from the realized stock return. Indeed, Figure 12 shows that the cost of ignoring predictability and taking the expected return as a constant is as high as one percent of his initial wealth, even when he cannot observe the predictive variable throughout the entire horizon.
VI. Conclusions
In this paper, we consider the optimal portfolio selection problem for a CRRA investor who derives utility from his terminal wealth. The stock return is predictable and is dependent on some predictive variables which are only periodically observable and possibly with noise. We obtain the investor's value function and the value of more fre-
The value of predictability as a function of risk aversion
The graph plots the value of predictability against risk aversion γ for the following parameters: T = 4, µ 0 = −1.301, µ 2 = 2.040, h 0 = 0.117, h 2 = −0.180, σ s = 0.0801, σ X = 0.00747, ρ = −0.620, r 0 = 0.00340, X 0 = 0.649, M 0 = 0.649, and σ ε = 1%.
quent observation in explicit forms. This model predicts that trading volume should increase immediately after news arrival and the size of the increase should depend on the precision of the news. We calibrate our model using CRSP and consumptionwealth ratio data. We show that uncertainty about predictive variables has a large impact on the optimal stock trading strategy. In addition, more frequent observation is valuable to the investor, even when the observed signal on the predictive variable is noisy. Finally, although the benefit of incorporating predictability is significantly reduced with periodic observation, ignoring predictability is still costly to the investor even when he cannot observe the predictive variable at all.
The ODEs (11) and (12) are matrix Riccati equations. By plugging the solutions of d(t) and Q(t) into (10), c(t) can then be solved.
2. The solution to the case where the predictive variables are periodically observable.
We conjecture that the value function at t ∈ [t i−1 , t i ) in period i is
where X t is as defined in (2), and c i (t), d i (t), and Q i (t) are the coefficients in the ith period. Immediately before the observation of the predictive variables at t i , X u t i is considered to be normally distributed with mean M t i and variance V t i . Since the value function J i+1 is a function of m t i , the expected mean of X u t i conditional on the observation of y t i , we thus need to first compute the expected value of J i+1 for given M t i and V t i .
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Let E X denote the expectation operator with respect to m t i conditional on y t i for given M t i and V t i . By Bayes rule, 
16 Strictly speaking, M ti and V ti are values at t − i , right before y ti is observed, and m ti and m ti are values at t + i , right after y ti is observed.
be the parameter values of J i+1 at the beginning of (i + 1)th period t i , we have
(21) The expected value function calculated above is of the objective function for the ith period and therefore provides the terminal conditions. Therefore c i (t), d i (t) and Q i (t) must solve ODEs (10), (11) and (12), with c(t), d(t), Q(t) replaced by c i (t), d i (t), Q i (t) respectively, subject to the terminal conditions
In this way, the investor's problem can be solved iteratively and in each iteration we only need to solve the same system of ODEs with different terminal conditions.
Calibration.
Duffie, Pan, and Singleton (2000) show that the conditional characteristic function of the diffusion processes described above has a closed form. Using their results, we obtain the following characteristic function
where α(τ, u s , u X ), β s (τ, u s , u X ), and β X (τ, u s , u X ) satisfy the following ODEs:
Let Θ ≡ (a 11 , a 12 , b 11 , b 12 , σ 1 , σ 2 , ρ 12 ). The log likelihood function can then be calculated as
log f (r t , X t |X t−1 ; Θ) = − 1 2 log 2π − 1 2 log σ 
The Recatti ODE.
The solutions of the ODEs in this paper can be derived from the solution to the general matrix Riccati equation
where Υ is an n 1 × n 2 matrix and G 1 , G 2 , G 3 , G 4 are n 1 × n 1 , n 1 × n 2 , n 2 × n 1 , n 2 × n 2 matrices, which are continuous functions of time t. By Levin (1959) , the solution to (22) is associated with the linear system
where y is an (n 1 + n 2 ) column vector. Denote F (t) = F 1 (t) F 2 (t) F 3 (t) F 4 (t) , the fundamental matrix of (23) with F (T ) = I (n1+n2) , where F 1 , F 2 , F 3 , F 4 are n 1 × n 1 , n 1 × n 2 , n 2 × n 1 , n 2 × n 2 matrices, respectively and I represents an identity matrix. The solution of (22) with initial condition Υ(T ) at t = T is Υ(t) = [F 1 (t)Υ(T ) + F 2 (t)] [F 3 (t)Υ(T ) + F 4 (t)] −1 .
ODEs (11) and (12) can be solved by applying the above results, setting
with N (T ) = I (2k+1)×(2k+1) (N (τ ) = I (2k+1)×(2k+1) , in the periodically observable case), be the fundamental matrix for
where N 1 (t), N 2 (t), N 3 (t), N 4 (t) are k × k, k × (k + 1), (k + 1) × k, (k + 1) × (k + 1) matrices, respectively. Then the solutions to (11) and (12) 
A special case with a closed-form series solution.
When there is no observable state variable, only one unobservable state variable and all the coefficients are constant, such as the case we analyzed in Sections III-V, closed-form series solutions to ODEs can be derived. In this case, we have dS t S t = (µ 0 + µ 2 X t )dt + σ S dZ 1t , dX t = (h 0 + h 2 X t )dt + σ X ρdZ 1t + σ X 1 − ρ 2 dZ 2t .
The conditional variance V t of the predictive variable satisfieṡ
where a = −(
), and c = (1 − ρ 2 )σ 2 X . The solution is
where η = √ b 2 − 4ac. Plugging σ m (t) = µ 2 σ S V (t) + ρσ X into ODEs, we can change the ODE for Q into:
If the dependent variable is changed from Q(t) to y(t) by
then we obtain the equivalent second order linear ODË
Let y(t) = g(z), where z(t) = σ m (t) − σ mT = µ 2 σ S V (t) + ρσ X − σ mT and σ mT = σ m (T ). Then ODE (27) becomes (α 2 z 2 + α 1 z + α 0 ) 2 g + {2α Since ODE (28) is homogeneous, without loss of generality, we can set a 0 = 1. Also, g (0) = 0 implies a 1 = 0. By setting the coefficients of exponents of z in equation (29) Once we solve Q(t), d(t) and c(t) can be solved easily because both are linear first-order ODEs, which have standard solutions. For the periodic observation case, the same procedure applies after a simple transformation:Q i (t) = Q i (t) − Q i (t i ). To save space, we will not present the corresponding results here.
